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A n x m (0, 1)-matrix with row and column sums at least two and column 
inner products one has m > n. The case m = n is settled by a theorem of de 
Bruijn and Erdiis [4]. This paper settles the case m = n - 1. It is found that 
such a matrix is a partial projective plane with one exception occurring for 
n = 6. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1948 de Bruijn and Erdiis [4] proved the following theorem: 
Let S, , S, ,..., S,, be subsets of the m-set {a, ,..., a,,J. Suppose each ai 
occurs in at least two of the sets Sj and that each Si contains more than one 
element. If each distinct pair {ai , aj} is contained in precisely one Sk then 
m < n. If m = n the sets either form a projective plane or the con$guration 
(module relabeling) is given by {a2 ,..., a,}, {a, , az} ,..., {aI , a,}. 
This theorem has been generalized by Ryser [6] and Woodall [S] to 
the case in which each pair {ai , aj} is contained in h of the sets Si . The 
inequality remains valid and the case m = n is treated in detail [l-3, 7, 81. 
The near extremal case m = n - 1 for general X has been investigated, 
though not settled, under the additional assumption that each aj occurs 
in the same number of sets Si [l, 5, 81. For h = 1 these results say that, if 
1 Si ) > 2, such a configuration is a projective plane with a point deleted. 
We show here that without restriction on the replications of the ai the same 
result holds, with one exception, a configuration consisting of six subsets 
of a 5-set embedded in the finite plane of order 2. 
For ease in stating the result we make the following definitions: Let 
a, ,..., a,-, be distinct elements and let 9 = {S, ,..., S,} be a family of 
n > 4 distinct subsets of Q = {a, ,..., a,-,}. Suppose each Si contains at 
least two elements and that each aj belongs to at least two members of Y. 
9’ is called a near l-design on fl if each distinct pair {ai , aj} is contained 
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in precisely one element of 9’. The near l-design 9’ is called a partial 
plane if there is a projective plane on the points {al ,..., a,-, , a,}, say 
VI ,..., T,}, such that Si = Ti - {a,>. Throughout the number of elements 
of 9’ containing ai will be called the replication number of aj and will be 
denoted kj . 
A near l-design is represented in the obvious way by an n x (n - 1) 
(0, 1)-matrix A = (aij) where aij = 1 if and only if aj E Si . This matrix 
satisfies 
(1.1) AtA = diag(k, - l,..., knPl - 1) + J, 
where J is the square matrix of order n - 1 all of whose entries are one. The 
basic approach of this study is to use (1.1) to ascertain the structure of the 
dual design carried by At, that is, we determine AAt. A fundamental tool 
will be the following matrix theory lemma appearing in [7]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let X and Y be real square matrices of order n such that 
XY = D + (I&+), 
where D = diag(k, - X, ,..., k, - A,) and kj > X9 > 0. With A = 
det(XY) and n = $‘-I (ki - hj) we have 
YD-lX = Z + + (yfxj), 
where 
The proof is quite direct and we refer the reader to [7]. 
2. THE THEOREM 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9’ = {S, ,..., S,} be a near l-design on {a, ,..., a,-,}. 
Then Y is a partialpIane or n = 6 and the conjiguration may be relabeled as 
(2.1) (al , a2 ,a& ial , a4 ,aA, {a2 , a41s {a2 , ad, {a2 , a4>, {a2 , a,>. 
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The design (2.1) is represented by the following 6 x 5 (O,l)-matrix: 
11100 
10011 
(2.2) 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
00110 
0 0 1 0 1 
This matrix may be obtained from the incidence matrix of the plane of 
order two by selecting a row and deleting two columns with ones in this 
row and then deleting the selected row. 
We recall that kj will denote the j-th column sum of the representing 
matrix A of the near l-design and we let SC correspond to the i-th row of A. 
We further let ri be the i-th row sum of A and throughout use the notation: 
n-1 
r = I-I (kj - 11, 
j=l 
(2.3) 
ni = n/(ki - l), i = l,..., Iz - 1, 
n-1 
A = rr+ C CCT~, 
id 
Observe that 
D = diag(k, - l,..., k,-, - 1). 
(2.4) A = det(D + J) = det(&A) > 0. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem we note the equivalent 
matrix statement: Let A be an n x n - 1 (0, I)-matrix with Zinc sums at 
least two and column inner products one. Then A is the incidence matrix of 
a projective plane with a column removed or else A may be permuted to the 
matrix (2.2). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will proceed through a series of lemmas. 
The first of these characterizes the design (2.1). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A represent a near l-design with some kj = 2. Then 
to within row and column permutations A is the matrix (2.2). 
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Prooj: Take k, = 2 and write A in the normalized form 
(3.1) 
where 1 denotes a string of ones of the appropriate length. Note ri >i2 
prevents a row (after row 1) with zeros in the initial rI positions or 
the terminal r, positions. Evidently r1 + r2 = n and the Ai are per- 
mutation matrices. This gives k, = 0.. = kTl = r, and similarly kTl+, = 
. . . = k,-, = r, . Also r3 = *a* = r, = 2 SO that, from C kj = C ri , 
we deduce that rlrz = 2n - 3. This, with rI + r2 = n, means that 
n2 - 4(2n - 3) = (n - 4)2 - 4 is an integral square, forcing n = 6 and 
the matrix (2.2). 
In the following lemmas we attempt to determine the matrix AAt. 
From (2.4) it follows that A has rank n - 1. Define a real vector 
rl = (~1 ,...> ?I~Y by 
(3.2) 
Now adjoin rl as a final column to A, obtaining the n x n matrix 
(3.3) C = [A 4 
satisfying 
D+J 0 
(3.4) CT = I :I 0 = D, + (d&j, 0 aa-0 1 
where Dl = diag(k, - l,..., knml - 1, 1) and x1 = .** = X,-., = 1, 
h, = 0. Now, by the Lemma 1.1 mentioned earlier, we have from (3.4) 
(3.5) C 0;’ Ct = I + 2 [viyi], 
where 7r and d are given in (2.3) and 
(3.6) 
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We may write this as 
(3.7) 
Set 
~ii = ni1 aihe 
c=l ke - 1 
(i,j = l)..., n). 
Since A is (0, 1) vii = yi , and, for i # j, vii = 0 if and only if Si n Si = IZ( 
while Fij # 0 is equivalent to / Si r\ Sj 1 = 1. Then, if @ = (yij), 
N = (T&, and F = (r/d)(qivj), (3.3) and (3.5) imply 
(3-g) di = AD-lAt = Z+ F- N. 
The diagonal positions here give 
(3.9) 
rli’ = $ vi2 - vi + 1 
and from this we record the relation 
(3.10) rli2rlj” - g Fi2vj2 = 5 qi2(1 - vj) + (1 - yi) 77j2. 
Now consider the following subsets of (1, 2,..., n}: 
I={iIvi= l,Q>O}, 
11 = {i / yi = 1, r)i < O}, 
III = {i I r& < l}, 
IV = {i I vi > l}. 
Since (3.9) excludes qua = 1 and Q = 0, we see these classes partition 
the rows of A. The following lemmas show that, with respect to this 
partition, the rows of A are “well-behaved”: 
LEMMA 3.2. If i,j E I or if i, j E II with i $2 j, then S’i n Sj = 0. 
Proof. We have yi = qi = 1 and TiTj > 0. Suppose Si n Sj # a. 
From (3.10) we have 
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but yij # 0 and 
from (3.7) force 
LEMMA 3.3. If i E I and j E II, then S< n Sj # O. 
Proof. We have vi = vj = 1 and rlirlj < 0. But yii = 0 would give 
via (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf i E I u II and j E III U IV, then Si n Si # ia. 
Proof. If Si n Sj = ,@‘, (3.7) and (3.10) give 
but vi = 1 then forces yj = 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. If i, j E III or if i, j E IV, then Si n Sj # a. 
Proof. If Si n Si = D, again we have from (3.7) and (3.10) 
Hence (1 - I& and (1 - ?J have opposite signs. 
Now the troublesome case is the one left, namely i E III, j E IV. The 
following lemmas will show that, in such a case, Si n Si # o . 
LEMMA 3.6. Rank (CD - I> = 2. 
Proof. The vector ‘p = (vl ,..., CQ lies in the column space of the 
matrix A, for, if z = (nl ,..., r,+$, we have cp = (l/r) Ax. Hence q 
and cp are orthogonal, so FN = NF = 0, and the result is clear from (3.8). 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose Cfor notational convenience) y1 < 1 and q+ < 1 
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with ?I2 = 0. Then cpzj = 0 only for j = 1 and, if i, j > 2 and yii = 0, 
wemusthavecpil#O,~i,#Oand~~=~j=l. 
Proof. Evidently rows one and two of @ - I are independent. Suppose 
yzj = 0 with j > 2. Note that yu # 0 and look at the submatrix of 
@ - I: 
,yr-l 0 
i 
9% YlK 
(3.12) 0 q+?-1 0 P)2K 9 
YU 0 P)3 - 1 9)3K 1 
where K is chosen so that ylK # 0 (k, 3 2). From the first three columns 
in (3.12) we deduce that the third row is a negative multiple of the first. 
But this is inconsistent with 9 3K>0. Hence P)~~#O forjfl. Now 
suppose i, j > 2 and vii = 0 and consider the submatrix 
(P-1 0 Tli 5% 
(3.13) (CD - I)::“,::., = 0 9J2 - 1 P2i F2j . 
Wl 932 qJ-1 0 !  
If pi1 = 0, then the third row is a positive multiple of the second, but we 
know v2$ # 0, thus vij # 0. We conclude that vi1 # 0 and similarly that 
yjl # 0. Now, since vij = 0, we see from (3.7) and (3.10) that, if yi # 1, 
then yj # 1 and in fact vi - 1 and pli - 1 have different signs, say ~~ < 1 
and yj > 1. This means the pair (i, j) satisfy the hypothesis on the pair 
(1,2) in the lemma under consideration. We argue that two such pairs 
cannot exist. For convenience we take i = 3, j = 4 and note that S, has 
a void intersection only with S, , and S, only with S3. Moreover 
S,nS,f .@.NowtakeS2as{a,,...,a,z}with(a,}=S2nS,.Ifaj~S1, 
the pairs (ai , ai), i = l,..., r2 , determine precisely those sets Si with 
i > 3 and aj E Si . Since aj $ S, , we conclude that kj = r2 + 1. Analo- 
gously, if aj E S, kj = r, + 1. But S, n S3 # o means then r2 = r, = r. 
Suppose ai E S, - S1 - S, . We have just demonstrated that kj = r + 1 
but this cannot be, for ai belongs to at most r - 1 of the sets S, ,..., S, , 
as follows: Let ri = {Si 1 ai ES and j > 4}, i = l,..., r. Since S, meets 
every set but S, , these ri partition {S, ,..., S,}. But our aj cannot belong to 
any set of r, , for the set containing both aj and a, is S3 . Further, aj cannot 
belong to two S’s in the same ri since only one set contains {aj , ai}. We 
are forced to conclude that S, C S, u S, and similarly S, C S, u S, . This 
means, of course, that r3 = r1 = 2. Now we may compute q+ . There are 
two ones in row 1 of A corresponding to ai’s which lie in S, so these 
columns have sum r + 1 and y1 = 2/r. Just so P)~ = 2/r. Also then 
%3 = 9323 = lb. 
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With these values consider the principal submatrix: 
Its determinant is given by 
2-r 
r 
0 
1 
r 
0 
9% - 1 
1 - 
r 
1 - 
r 
1 
r 
2-r 
r 
h (P + r(v2 - 1W - 1)) > 0, 
where P = r - 2 > 1 since y1 < 1. 
This contradiction on the rank of @ - I shows that vii = 0 only if 
yi = qJj = 1. 
We remark here that we have at this point determined the possible 
structure of AAt even in the awkward event that some set from class III 
misses some set from class IV. However, in that event, the structure of AAt 
is even simpler than we have thus far determined. In fact, in that case, 
I u II = la, as the next lemma shows: 
LEMMA 3.8. Let $ C(l)..., n}. Suppose f # o and that the near 
l-design Y is such that: 
(a) i,jEy,i#j=-SSinSj= 0, 
(b) iEy,j$$+-SdnSj# ia. 
Then, for j # $, Si cannot miss exactly one Si . 
Proof. Take $ = {2,..., e + l} and, choosing row 1 arbitrarily (not 
in $), write the matrix A in the form 
A 
1’ . 
I 
1...11...10...00...0 
(3.15) 1-l e 0 0 
. I .1-l 
T  A,*, . . .A,,, 
f AZ,! . . .Az,e 
* 
? A’:,, . .A, 
4’ 
e 
0 C x 
Recall we may assume kj > 2 and that 1 denotes a string of ones. 
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Now evidently 1 < e < rl and one easily sees that & = 0 and Alj 
for i # j is a permutation matrix. These observations yield the relations 
k< = rj+l + 1, 1 <i<e,l <j<e;i#j; 
(3.16) 
ki = rj+l , efl <i<rl,l <j<e;i#j. 
Unless e = 2, this gives r2 = ... = re+l . If e = 2 but rl 3 3, A,, square 
forces r2 = r3 . We have thus established that r2 = .-* = r,+l unless e = 2 
and i $ ,$ implies rl = 2. But this latter is not possible since the totality 
of ones outside rows two and three is then 
‘z+T3 n-1 
2@ - 4 = C (kj - 1) + C ki > C (/‘cj - 1) > 2(n - 1). 
j=l j>ra+r3 j=l 
Hence r2 = r3 = a** = re+l = r. Then (3.16) says 
(3.17) k, = . . . = k, = r+ 1, 
k - . . . = e+1 - kT, = r. 
Now each aj necessarily belongs to some Si with i $ f so we have 
proved that 
ajE uSi=>kf=r+l and aj # u & * kj = r. 
io/ isy 
Now in (3.15) suppose row one misses only row n. Then C is a row vector 
and evidently all column through its components have sum r + 1 since 
there are ones in these column in the rows of f. But the column sums 
above C are seen to be constant, rl, so that C is a vector of ones and 
e < 2, r = r, = 2, n < 4. 
LEMMA 3.9. If i E III and j E IV, then Si n Sj # a. 
Proof. If yij = 0, we know that Sj misses only Si and in view of 
Lemma 3.8 we must conclude that I = II = D’ . Now the only zero entries 
in the matrix @ - I occur in row i and column i. This means that if we 
delete row i from A, we obtain a square matrix with row inner products 
one. Such a matrix has column inner products one, implying that the 
deleted row had at most one non-zero entry, contrary to ri 3 2. 
We summarize all of the preceding in 
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LEMMA 3.10. Let A represent a near l-design. Then we may permute 
the rows of A obtaining A, satisfying 
B, J J 
(3.18) A,A,t = J B, J , 1 1 J J B, 
where B, and B, are diagonal matrices and the off-diagonal entries of B, 
are one. (Nothing is asserted about the size of Bc .) 
Proof. Place the rows of class I first, then those of class II, and finally 
those of III u IV. Then (3.18) is a consequence of Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 
3.5, and 3.9. 
We now prove Theorem 2.1. Let A carry a near l-design normalized 
as in (3.18). Since the matrix (3.18) is singular, not both of B, and B, 
can be 1 x 1. Now suppose exactly one of the classes I or II contains at 
least two elements. Adjoin to A a column with ones in the positions of 
this class and zeros elsewhere. The resulting matrix is evidently a projective 
plane (note there is a row with sum at least three) so that A is a partial 
plane. 
The remaining case is that in which neither I nor II contains fewer 
than 2 elements. As above we may evidently obtain a matrix C with row 
inner products one, this time by adjoining two columns to the matrix A, 
one for class I and the other for class II. C will be n x (n + 1) and 
E = Ct carries a near l-design. Apply Lemma 3.10 to this matrix E 
and note that the 2 columns added to A correspond to 2 rows of E with 
zero inner product. If these two rows meet, all the other rows of E are in 
the case above whereby adjoining a column with two ones produces a 
projective plane. This, of course, cannot be, for E has row sums of three 
or more. It must be that these two rows which miss each other miss exactly 
one other row. They cannot miss more than one for, according to (3.18) 
those rows would miss each other and we are dealing with columns of the 
original matrix A. Thus, in (3.18) we see we have one Bi of order 3, 
the other of order less than 2, so that by adjoining now a column to E 
containing three ones we obtain a projective plane, evidently of order 2. 
This is precisely the reverse procedure for constructing the design 
(2. I)-(2.2). 
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